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Abstract

Phase field modelling of LLZO/LCO
cathode-electrolyte interfaces in solid state batteries

Michele Riva

This work describes two phase field models for the simulation of the interface
evolution between a LiCoO2 cathode (LCO) and a Li7La3Zr2O12 solid electrolyte
(LLZO) in a Li-metal/LLZO/LCO battery during high temperature sintering. In these
conditions atomic species tend to diffuse into the opposing material, creating an
intermediate layer of mixed composition which resists the movement of lithium ions.
This undesired effect prevents the resulting solid-state battery to achieve its
theoretical performances and needs to be avoided.
The first model is an adaptation of the work of J. M. Hu et alii [1] for a similar
interface problem encountered between yttria-stabilized zirconia electrolytes (YSZ)
and lanthanum-strontium-manganite cathodes (LSM) in solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC),
while the second is based on the work of D. A. Cogswell [2][3] for phase separation
in metal alloys, extended to include electrostatic effects due to internal charge
unbalances and externally applied electric fields. An implementation of the latter is
however lacking, and the interested reader is encouraged to build one up on the
theoretical framework presented in this paper.
In the conclusion section it is possible to find insights on how to prevent the
interfacial diffusion between LCO and LLZO with reference to experimental attempts
and simulations, as well as future directions for the development of the models.
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Abstract

This work describes two phase field models for the simulation of the interface
evolution between a LiCoO2 cathode (LCO) and a Li7La3Zr2O12 solid
electrolyte (LLZO) in a Li-metal/LLZO/LCO battery during high temperature
sintering. In these conditions atomic species tend to diffuse into the opposing
material, creating an intermediate layer of mixed composition which resists the
movement of lithium ions. This undesired effect prevents the resulting solid-
state battery to achieve its theoretical performances and needs to be avoided.

The first model is an adaptation of the work of J. M. Hu et alii [1] for a similar
interface problem encountered between yttria-stabilized zirconia electrolytes
(YSZ) and lanthanum-strontium-manganite cathodes (LSM) in solid oxide fuel
cells (SOFC), while the second is based on the work of D. A. Cogswell [2][3]
for phase separation in metal alloys, extended to include electrostatic effects
due to internal charge unbalances and externally applied electric fields. An
implementation of the latter is however lacking, and the interested reader is
encouraged to build one up on the theoretical framework presented in this paper.

In the conclusion section it is possible to find insights on how to prevent
the interfacial diffusion between LCO and LLZO with reference to experimental
attempts and simulations, as well as future directions for the development of
the models.



Scope of this thesis

This work has been carried out at The Hong Kong University of Science and
Technology (HKUST) within prof. Ciucci’s research group which is currently
focusing on solid-state electrolytes for Li-ion batteries and solid oxide fuel cells.

The modeling of LLZO/LCO interfaces has been identified as an important
tool to improve the sintering between these two materials, which is essential
to obtain reasonable performances in the Li-ion exchange mechanism.
Furthermore, a well-developed model would allow to set adequate parameters for
the mass-production of solid-state batteries and to adjust processes according
to realistic forecasts on the results.

This task was judged by the team to be adequate to my skill level and
an important opportunity to deepen my knowledge on battery chemistry and
phase-field modeling.

I would like to thank prof. Francesco Ciucci for welcoming me at HKUST
and providing the opportunity to deepen my knowledge on battery chemistry
and phase-field modeling. A special thank also goes to EIT Innoenergy, for
sponsoring my last two years of MSc studies, and everyone who supported me
towards the completion of this work.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Li-ion battery market has been constantly growing in the last decade. Its
global sales value increased of an average 22 % per year since 2006 according
to specialized reports [4], mostly thanks to the wide adoption of mobile devices
and the growing demand of electric vehicles. Investments are as high as ever
and there is a strong effort towards researching safer and cheaper batteries with
higher specific power and specific energy.

As a matter of fact, safety is a main concern of today’s Li-ion battery
industry, as the vast majority of sold batteries make use of liquid electrolytes
made of lithium salts (such as LiPF6, LiBF4 and LiClO4) dissolved in
organic solvents, which are flammable. If subjected to shocks, overcharges,
or manufacturing defects, such batteries could start a thermal runaway due to
internal short circuits and eventually lead to fire in unpredictable circumstances
[5][6]. To limit these dangers to acceptable levels, industries are often enforced
to have strict safety requirements on packaging and charging circuits.

In the attempt to address these safety concerns and to meet the demand of
ever higher performances, industries and researchers began to show interest
in solid-state electrolytes, which are not easily flammable and may lead to
important performance gains due to their potential compatibility with pure
Li-metal anodes.

As a matter of fact, the use of pure Li-metal anodes is perceived by many

(a) (b)

Figure 1.1: Rechargeable battery market size in MWh (a) and M$ (b) according
to Avicenne Report 2016 [4].
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(a) A Chevrolet Volt catches fire three
weeks after a crash test [5].

(b) A Samsung Galaxy Note 7 catches
fire during normal operation due to
manufacturing defects [6].

Figure 1.2: Examples of unpredictable fires due to thermal runaways.

researchers as a “sacred graal” of Li-ion technology: compared to traditional
anodes it provides major compactness, weight savings, and possibly an increase
in specific power. Conventional anodes usually rely on an intercalation process
to store Li-ions into matrices of accommodating materials (often graphite). A
Li-metal anode instead would directly agglomerate the Li-ions in a thin metallic
layer, without the need of supporting matrices and obvious gains in terms of
energy density (see figure 1.3a).

(a) Estimated size comparison between
traditional carbon and Li-metal anodes
[7].

(b) SolidEnergy’s pamphlet on its
“Hermes” solid-state Li-metal battery [8].

Figure 1.3: Examples of energy density gains obtainable with solid-state
electrolytes and Li-metal anodes.

Unfortunately, it is currently difficult to obtain a working Li-metal anode
due to chemical incompatibility issues with most of the common electrolytes and
also due to uneven Li-ion-ion deposition which may lead to growth of dendrites
and internal short-circuits. Recently, however, there have been numerous
improvements in Li-metal technology and several companies are experimenting
with solid-state electrolytes. A few of them are already entering the market such
as SolidEnergy [8] (see figure 1.3b). At the same time, researchers around the
world investigate in several directions to make solid-electrolytes and Li-metal
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technology more affordable, compatible, and reliable for the general public.
One of the most promising electrolytes currently investigated is

Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO), whose interaction with LiCoO2 (LCO) is the main focus
of this work.
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Chapter 2

Solid electrolytes for Li-ion
batteries

Many solid electrolyte materials are currently researched around the world.
The current focus is to obtain a material with Li-ion conductivity in the

order of 1× 10−2 S cm−1, which is the current performance peak of non-solid
electrolytes based on LiPF6, LiBF4 or LiClO4. Obtaining such value would allow
to ideally have drop-in replacement electrolytes for existing designs. However,
conductivity is only one of the issues to be taken into account: chemical stability
in atmosphere, compatibility with Li-metal anodes, resistance to fire, durability
against Li dendrites, reasonably cheap production processes, and many other
aspects need to be carefully taken into account. All these properties have so
far been difficult to achieve with a single material, and even though some are
able to excel in a certain characteristic, none has acceptable performances in all
aspects.

In the following section, some of the most promising solid electrolyte
materials will be described. All the reported data has been taken from two
excellent reviews redacted by C. Sun et alii[9] and F. Zheng et alii[10].

2.1 Materials overview
The multitude of solid electrolytes reported in academic literature can be
roughly grouped into several categories: LiPON, NaSICON, LiSICON, sulfides,
garnets, perovskites as well as the less known anti-perovskites, argyodytes, and
Li3N. Solid polymer electrolytes are also worth mentioning, even though they
are often considered a separate category.

LiPON electrolytes (lithium-phosphorous-oxynitrides) are some of the oldest
solid electrolytes to date, and among the few ones to find commercial
applications. They are manufactured as thin layers via RF sputtering of Li3PO
in N2 atmosphere, and have been employed in smart cards and RFID devices.
Unfortunately they are not suited for high-power applications though due to
their insufficient ionic conductivity of 1× 10−5 S cm−1 to 1× 10−6 S cm−1.

NaSICON electrolytes (sodium super ionic conductors) have originally
been developed for Na-ion conduction, yet they can be adapted to Li-ion
conduction with some manipulation. They are characterized by the (PO4)3
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ending group, and notable examples include Li1+xAlxTi2−x (PO4)3) (LATP)
and Li1+xAlxGe2−x (PO4)3 (LAGP). Their conductivities are the order of
1× 10−4 S cm−1, with an electrochemical stability window of 0 V to 6 V versus
Li/Li+. Their precursor GeO2 however is expensive, and alternatives are sought
for to reduce production costs.

LiSICON electrolytes (lithium super ionic conductors) are a broad category
which initially referred to materials ending with the (GeO4)4 group, but
eventually came to include many others. A notable example is Li14Zn (GeO4)4,
which features high conductivities at high temperatures (1.25× 10−1 S cm−1

at 300 ◦C), but too low at ambient ones. Also Li3+xGexV1−xO4 and
Li4−xSi1−xPxO4 are worth reporting.

Sulfide electrolytes were born from the observation that Li-S bonds are
generally weaker than Li-O ones, and thus that a sulfur-based material could
theoretically yield better Li-ion conductivities rather than oxygen-based ones.
Following this approach, several sulfide electrolytes have been developed in
various morphologies, ranging from ceramic to glass. Li10GeP2S12 (LGPS)
is probably the most notorious of these materials, a ceramic which sparked
huge interest in the scientific community due to its impressive conductivity
of 1× 10−2 S cm−1 and remarkable cyclic stability able to surpass even
commercially available electrolytes. Li2S− P2S glassy alloys are also promising
materials, as they feature flexible manufacturing processes and conductivities
up to 1.16× 10−2 S cm−1. While experimenting on these last ones, Li7P3S11
also emerged as a promising candidate, showing conductivities in the order
of 1× 10−2 S cm−1 when in a particular phase state, but its preparation is
complex. Unfortunately, all sulfide solid electrolytes tend to decompose in
humid atmosphere and to release dangerous H2S as a consequence. This
is a fundamental issue which needs to be addressed before they can be
commercialized.

Li3N is a simple solid electrolyte which can be obtained through
multiple techniques including cold-pressing, annealing and solid-state reaction.
Despite its satisfactory conductivity of 2× 10−4 S cm−1 and relatively simple
manufacturing, it features low decomposition voltages which compromise its
compatibility with many common battery materials.

Argyrodite solid electrolytes have a composition of type Li6PS5X (with
X = Cl,Br, I) and demonstrated interesting conductivities of 1× 10−3 S cm−1

to 1× 10−2 S cm−1 as well as a chemical stability of 0 V to 7 V versus Li/Li+.
Unfortunately, like sulfide solid electrolytes, they degrade in humid atmosphere
and release poisonous H2S.

Perovskite solid electrolytes have a ceramic structure which is particularly
resistant to dendrites formation. The first material in this category which has
been extensively researched is Li3xLa2/3−xTiO3 (LLTO), showing remarkable
conductivities in the order of 1× 10−4 S cm−1, but proven to be incompatible
with Li-metal as Ti gets easily reduced. Through various attempts to improve
the material, Li3/8Sr7/16Ta3/4Zr1/4O3 (LSTZ) and Li3/8Sr7/16Ta3/4Hf1/4O3
(LSTH) emerged as better alternatives overall. Still, their preparation requires
very high temperatures (in the order of 1300 ◦C) and their electrochemical
stability is less performing than other solid electrolytes.

Anti-perovskite solid electrolytes are characterized by a ionic structure
of the kind A−B2−X+

3 , in opposition to perovskites which exhibit an
opposite A+B2+X−

3 . Notable examples include Li3OCl and Li3OBr, with
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conductivities in the order of 1× 10−4 S cm−1 and wide margin of improvement.
Their relatively easy preparation and environmental-friendliness makes them
attractive, but they are very hygroscopic and must be kept in dry atmosphere.

Garnet solid electrolytes have been long studied and soon demonstrated
optimal compatibility with Li-metal. They have good conductivities in the order
of 1× 10−4 S cm−1, wide electrochemical windows and a moderate stability in
atmosphere. Notable examples include Li5La3Ta2O12 (LLTaO), Li5La3Nb2O12
(LLNbO), and more recently Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO). This latter is critical to
this work, and will be extensively described in section 2.2.

Finally, solid polymer electrolytes (SPEs) belong to a category on their own,
as they are both flexible and organic, thus falling apart of the characteristics
typically proper of solid electrolytes. Research long focused on poly-ethylene-
oxide (PEO), but its conductivity in the order of 1.6× 10−4 S cm−1 is
still considered insufficient and its sensibility to dendritic growth prevents
commercial applications. Recent attempts focused on creating hybrid poli-
ceramic electrolytes by incorporating, for example, ceramic LGPS powders in
the PEO matrix which led to remarkable improvements in conductivity without
compromising the polymer’s intrinsic flexibility.

Type Electrolyte Conductivity (S cm−1)
LiPON Li3PO 6.4× 10−6 (25 ◦C)
NaSICON LATP 7× 10−4 (25 ◦C)

LAGP 4× 10−4 (25 ◦C)
LiSICON Li14Zn (GeO4)4 1.3× 10−6 (33 ◦C)
Sulfide LGPS 1.2× 10−2 (27 ◦C)

Li2S− P2S 1.16× 10−2 (27 ◦C)
Li3N Li3N 4× 10−4 (25 ◦C)
Argyrodite Li6PS5[Cl,Br] 6.8× 10−3 (RT)
Perovskite LSTZ 2× 10−4 (27 ◦C)

LSTH 3.8× 10−4 (25 ◦C)
Anti-perovskite Li3O[Cl,Br] 8.5× 10−4 (RT)
Garnet LLZO 3× 10−4 (25 ◦C)
Polymer PEO 1.6× 10−4 (25 ◦C)
Hybrid PEO− LGPS 2.5× 10−4 (RT)

Table 2.1: Ionic conductivities of selected solid electrolytes in S cm−1. Data
courtesy of C. Sun et alii [9] and F. Zheng et alii [10].

2.2 The LLZO solid electrolyte
Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO) is a garnet solid electrolyte initially discovered by R.
Murugan et alii [11] which is particularly appealing due to its proven Li-
metal compatibility and acceptable conductivity in the order of 3× 10−4 S cm−1

at room temperature. It can be prepared via ball milling a mix of LiOH,
La(OH)3 and ZrO2 in 7:3:2 ratio, followed by calcination at 900 ◦C to 1200 ◦C
for 5 h to 6 h [12][13][14]. It naturally exhibits a highly conductive cubic phase
and a less conductive tetragonal one. The former is the most interesting
for solid electrolytes applications as it features conductivities in the order of
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1× 10−4 S cm−1. Yet, it appears only at high temperatures and naturally
degenerates in the tetragonal structure at low ones which has conductivities
in the order of 1× 10−6 S cm−1 [12][15][16]. In the attempt to stabilize the
cubic phase Al, Nb or Ta dopants are introduced into the lattice to induce Li+
vacancies. It has been demonstrated that as little as 0.4 to 0.5 of these vacancies
per formula unit are required to achieve cubic phase at room temperature [17].
Furthermore, it features a high electrochemical window of 0 V to 9 V [18].

Unfortunately, LLZO exhibits a series of instabilities in atmosphere. Storing
it in open air for extended periods creates an insulant layer of Li2CoO3 on
the surface, as humidity favors the exchange of Li+ ions with H+ [16][19][20].
Furthermore, manufacturing in plain atmosphere promotes adsorption of
CO2, which stabilizes the formation of the tetragonal phase [21]. All these
complications can however be prevented through specific procedures, and new
publications are regularly released providing insights on further improvements.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1: Cubic lattice of LLZO (a) and its Li-ion conductive network (b).
Images courtesy of J. Awaka et alii [22].
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Chapter 3

The Li-metal/LLZO/LCO
battery

The Li-metal/LLZO/LCO battery is widely considered a remarkable step
forward over current Li-ion battery technology. As the name suggests, it is
constituted by a thin Li-metal anode, an LLZO solid electrolyte, and a LiCoO2
(LCO) cathode. While the Li-metal anode and the LLZO solid electrolyte have
been introduced in the previous chapters, on the LCO cathode it is necessary to
make some essential remarks. It is a popular intercalation cathode discovered in
1980 [23], and since then quickly became a reference material in contemporary
battery designs. It features a theoretical energy density of 274 mA h g−1 [24],
which usually drops of about 30 % to 40 % in practical applications.

The Li-metal/LLZO/LCO layout allows the battery to be very compact
and lightweight compared to existing designs based on graphite anodes, mostly
due to the mass gains provided by the thin anode and electrolyte layers. For
this reason it is expected to have about twice as much specific energy and a
possibly higher electrochemical potential due to the high electrochemical window
provided by LLZO. Furthermore, the use of ceramic garnet as the electrolyte
brings superior resistance to fire in case of thermal runaways caused by internal
short circuits, addressing an important security concern of modern battery
industry.

Obtaining such a battery has however proven to be difficult: while somewhat
successful attempts have taken place [25][26], realistic mass-production process
are still hard to achieve. Among the reasons, the problematic interface between
LLZO and LCO is one of the main issues, onto which this work attempt to shed
some light.

3.1 The LLZO/LCO interface
In the Li-metal/LLZO/LCO battery, obtaining a pristine LLZO/LCO interface
is essential to ensure the maximum performance theoretically allowed by this
design. Unfortunately, such interface has so far proven hard to achieve and
often exhibits inconsistent contact surface, insufficient grain aggregation, or
atomic interdiffusion between the two materials. All of these effects compromise
the battery performance as they act as a bottleneck for the Li-ion conduction.
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While several attempts obtained remarkable results (most notably S. Ohta et
alii [25][26]) affordable mass production processes still need to be defined.

The coupling between LLZO and LCO can be performed through several
techniques. The most elementary consists in spreading LCO powder onto an
LLZO substrate and then sintering at temperatures sufficiently high (in the
order of 700 ◦C) to obtain a solid junction. Alternatively, an LCO layer can be
created on top of an LLZO substrate via pulsed laser deposition (PLD).

In any case, it is easy to incur in one or more of the effects mentioned earlier.
In the case of insufficient grain aggregation, Li-ions encounter difficulties when
crossing the grain boundaries and their movement is slowed down, affecting
conductivity. This tends to happen, among various reasons, when sintering
temperatures are too low or sintering times too short. On the other hand, atomic
interdiffusion could also occur, with atoms belonging to their original structure
diffusing into the opposite one, clogging the natural Li-ion pathways and
compromising conductivity. Furthermore, atomic interdiffusion also promotes
the creation of new materials such as La2CoO4 which act as insulators. Finding
the right manufacturing parameters for a given technique is quite hard and a
good LLZO/LCO coupling is often considered out of reach.

Several papers have been dedicated to the analysis of the LLZO/LCO
interface. A particularly interesting one for the scope of this work has been
published by K. H. Kim et alii [27], which analyzes into detail the atomic
interdiffusion occurring while creating the LCO layer directly onto an LLZO
substrate via PLD. After sintering at 700 ◦C for 1 hour, their sample exhibited
poor conductivity which was attributed to a reaction layer of about 50 nm which
emerged at the interface. Analysis on such layer did not show either LCO nor
LLZO, but rather a considerable presence of La2CoO4 which was believed to be
a cause of the poor conductivity. This is the only study which provides some
kind of numerical data and as such will be central for this work.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.1: SEM scan (a) and intensity profile (b) of the LLZO/LCO interface
obtained by K. H. Kim et alii correlated with EDS data [27]
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Another paper from K. Park et alii [28] also provided useful insights over such
interface, by testing several samples sintered at different conditions. The results
vary between atomic interdiffusive behavior and insufficient surface adhesion,
and several alternative techniques are tested in the attempt to improve the
interface performance. This time analysis revealed presence of LLZO at the
interface in its least conductive tetragonal form, and highlighted an impressive
migration pattern of Al, which was used to stabilize the cubic form of LLZO.
This latter effect however could also be due to the alumina crucible used for the
sintering process.

Among the successful attempts, it is worth citing the publications of S.
Ohta et alii In a first attempt, a sample was prepared via PLD and exhibited a
pristine interface and firm adhesion. Subsequent analyses confirmed good cyclic
performances after 100 cycles and a specific capacity of about 130 mA h g−1

[25]. In a second attempt, a sample was prepared via a screen printing
technique which employed Li3BO3 (LBO) as a binder. The idea was to ease
the manufacturing process, and while LBO managed to provide firm adhesion,
also resulted in performances about 25 % lower than the sample obtained via
PLD. From the TEM images provided it is evident how a likely cause lies into
the incomplete aggregation of LCO grains, which might force Li-ions to pass
through the loosely conductive LBO [26].

(a) (b)

Figure 3.2: SEM scan (a) and cyclic voltammetry (b) of the LLZO/LCO
interface obtained by S. Ohta et alii [25]

The understanding and the determination of correct manufacturing
techniques and parameters is essential for the achievement of a good LLZO/LCO
interface. This work aims to provide some useful tools for the modeling and
simulation of such interface during its manufacturing.
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Chapter 4

Introduction to phase field
modeling

There are many models dedicated to the simulation of charge transfer in Li-ion
all-solid-state batteries, however few are dedicated to the analysis of diffusive
behavior at cathode/electrolyte interfaces. For such scenarios phase field models
can be an attractive choice, and this is as well the case for the LLZO/LCO
interface.

Phase field models are an increasingly popular class of modeling methods
applicable to a vast range of scenarios: martensitic formations, spinodal
decompositions, dendritic formations, crack propagations, and many others.
Traditional approaches to these problems usually divide the spatial domain in
a multitude of sub-domains, each characterized by its own physical properties
and laws. Consistency between them is enforced through a series of boundary
conditions at their interfaces such as flux balances and thermodynamic
assumptions, which introduce a relevant degree of complexity. Furthermore,
the interface between the sub-domains is always sharp and well-defined, an
approach which does not mimic well the nature of certain phenomena.

Phase field models avoid those complexities by keeping a single spatial
domain and by representing different phases through one or several continuous
variables across the entire domain. This approach implies that interfaces are
simulated as “diffuse”, characterized by a certain width which may become
infinitely sharp only at certain computational limits. This is convenient when
dealing with diffusion phenomena and when the nature of the interface is not
completely understood, as it is the case of the LLZO/LCO scenario.

The theory of phase field models is based on two partial differential equations
elaborated by Cahn-Hilliard and Allen-Cahn, after whom they are named. The
Cahn-Hilliard equation is used to model the evolution of conservative quantities
such as species concentrations, while Allen-Cahn’s is used for non-conservative
quantities such as phases or crystal order parameters. Both are generally
driven by free energy functionals which account for energetic contributions from
concentration gradients, grain boundary chemistry, elastic strains, electrostatic
effects and other aspects. In a practical sense, these functionals define a phase
diagram of the modeled domain. The intrinsic flexibility of these free energy
functionals is what allowed phase field models to find applications in so many
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Figure 4.1: Phase separation at the interface as modeled by phase field (left)
and sharp interface methods (right). Images courtesy of N. Moelans et alii [29].

different fields.
To the interested reader we recommend the excellent introduction to phase

field models written by N. Moelans et alii [29]

4.1 Model selection
Phase field models are well suited to model the LLZO/LCO interface. After
an extensive research, two suitable models of this kind have been identified:
a first one published by J. M. Hu et alii [1], initially conceived to model a
similar diffusion problem in solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC), and a second one
from the work of D. A. Cogswell initially designed to simulate triple junctions
in solidification problems [3][2]. The first one will be referred in the rest of
this work as “APL104” from the journal it has been published on (Applied
Physics Letters 104), the second as “Cogswell extended” due to the extensions
added to its energy formulation to account for electrostatic effects. The reason
behind this double choice resides in the fact that the APL104 model was initially
identified as a perfect candidate to simulate the LLZO/LCO interface evolution
as it had been conceived for a very similar problem. However, with time the
limitations of such model emerged and the impossibility to integrate in an
easy way electrostatic effects and the formation of new compounds made in
necessary to switch to a more complete and expandable model. Due to its
ability to model multiple phases in a thermodynamically consistent way and its
flexibility, the Cogswell model looked a promising step forward. Unfortunately,
its implementation couldn’t be completed on time before the set deadline. The
full theoretical framework complete of extensions is however described in this
work, and its implementation is encouraged according to the directions stated
in the future developments section.
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Chapter 5

Model 1: APL104

The APL104 model has been published by J. M. Hu et alii [1] and was
initially designed to simulate the diffusive behavior at the interface between
a lanthanum-strontium-manganite cathode (LSM) and an yttria-stabilized-
zirconia electrolyte (YSZ) in solid-oxide fuel cells (SOFC). The similarity
between such application and the LLZO/LCO interface made it a very attractive
choice, and its relative simplicity a perfect starting point.

The APL104 model can evaluate the interfacial diffusion of an arbitrary
number of chemical species as well as the presence of two phases. The former is
done via a Cahn-Hilliard equation which has been simplified to resemble pure
Fickian diffusive behavior, while the latter via an Allen-Cahn equation which
evaluates the evolution of a single phase variable. Such phase variable assumes
value one in presence of LCO, zero in presence of LLZO, and intermediate ones
where the two phases are mixed.

The model also relies on a set of assumptions. A local electroneutrality
constraint ensures that in each sub-volume the net charge is always zero. A
net null ionic flux one ensures that for a set amount of charge entering a sub-
volume, there’s an equal amount leaving it. Finally, molar density is assumed to
be constant, which unfortunately makes impossible to model grain boundaries
as the whole domain is assumed to be homogeneous. This is often not the
case in the LLZO/LCO interface, unless very long sintering times and high
temperatures are enforced.

Through the APL104 model we are going to track the diffusion of La, Zr, Co,
O and Li, as well as the mixing of LCO and LLZO phases across the interface.
The model calibration will be performed by referring to the phenomenological
data provided in the report of K. H. Kim et alii [27], and as such the simulated
conditions will correspond to sintering at 700 ◦C of LCO powder onto an LLZO
substrate, as described in the report.

Due to the model’s intrinsic limitations we will need to assume LCO to be
a dense and compact layer from the very beginning, and it won’t be possible
to track the appearance of additional phases beyond LCO and LLZO such as
La2CoO4. This, in conjunction with the absence of an Al-dopant profile in the
K. H. Kim et alii report, makes hard to mark a distinction between tetragonal
and cubic LLZO. Furthermore, no atmospheric influence can be accounted in
the model. These shortcomings will eventually be the main motivation behind
the search and identification of the Cogswell model as a more suitable successor.
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5.1 Mathematical description
Let’s assume we want to track the diffusion of m species (5 in our case: La,
Zr, Co, O, Li). The APL104 model makes use of a simplified Cahn-Hilliard
equation which resembles Fickian diffusion by accounting the species’ molar
concentration gradients as the solely driving force of the diffusion process.

∂ci
∂t

= ∇ ·Mi∇ci for i = 0 . . .m (5.1)

The species’ molar concentrations are intrinsically related to each other in
such a way that it is possible to evaluate the mth molar concentration as a
function of the others:

cm = 1−
m−1∑
i=0

ci (5.2)

Such relation needs to be applied to the Cahn-Hilliard equation, stripping it
of one degree of freedom and leading to equation 5.3:

∂ci
∂t

= ∇ ·
m−1∑
j=0

Mij∇cj for i, j = 0 . . .m− 1 (5.3)

The mth concentration will thus be evaluated separately through the
consistency relation. As a side effect of the application of the constraint, the
mobility matrix Mij gets reduced and each concentration’s evolution becomes
directly dependent on m − 1 concentration gradients. As a matter of fact, the
mobility matrix Mij is the center of the fundamental idea behind the APL104
model: its mobility coefficients can vary across the interface, assuming different
values depending on the state of diffusion. More particularly, they assume
established values in the bulk LCO and LLZO materials, and intermediate ones
where the two materials mix at the interface. The state of diffusion is tracked
by a phase variable p which assumes value one in presence of pure LCO, zero
in presence of pure LLZO, and intermediate ones at the interface. The mobility
matrix directly depends on this variable in a way that will be described in
detail later on. For the moment it is essential to understand how the evolution
of the phase variable p is controlled, which is through the simplified Allen-Cahn
equation 5.4.

∂p

∂t
= l

(
w0∇2p− fc

∂f

∂p

)
(5.4)

With a closer look, it can be observed that the evolution of the phase variable
is governed by two contributions: an energy due to the phase gradient, and the
intrinsic free energy of the system. The first one promotes the formation of a
smooth transition between LCO and LLZO at the interface, while the second
one attempts to keep the internal energy state of the system at minimum by
privileging single phase domains. It follows that these two energies counter-
balance each other, and as such the values assigned to their coefficients w0 and
fc, as well as to the phase evolution coefficient l, are fundamental to obtain
a correct modeling of the diffusive behavior. The free energy function f is a
symmetric double-well function, a common formulation in phase field models
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which in this particular case also accounts for concentrations variations from
bulk compositions.

f = h

m−1∑
i=0

(ci − ciLCO
)
2
+ (1− h)

m−1∑
i=0

(ci − ciLLZO
)
2
+ 2

(
p4 − 2p3 + p2

)
(5.5)
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Figure 5.1: Free energy function f of the APL104 model at different
concentration biases k1 and k2, corresponding respectively to the first and
second summation term of equation 5.5.

The sigmoid-like function h is phase-dependent and acts as a non-linear
interpolator to prevent the free energy derivative which appears in the Allen-
Cahn equation to assume non-zero values close to its domain limits. This is
necessary to ensure the stability of the model.

h = p3
(
6p2 − 15p+ 10

)
(5.6)

The derivative of the free energy function with respect to the phase then
becomes:

∂f

∂p
=
(
30p4 − 60p3 + 30p2

)(m−1∑
i=0

(ci − ciLCO
)
2 −

m−1∑
i=0

(ci − ciLLZO
)
2

)
+
(
8p3 − 12p2 + 4p

)
(5.7)

Now that we have described the concepts behind the phase variable p, we can
show its influence on the mobility matrix Mij appearing in the Cahn-Hilliard
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Figure 5.2: Free energy derivative function ∂f

∂p
of the APL104 model at different

concentration biases k1 and k2, corresponding respectively to the first and
second summation term of equation 5.7.

equation. Such matrix is the result of an interpolation between two pre-defined
mobility matrices for pure LCO and pure LLZO, performed through the same
h function employed in the free energy functional:

Mij = hMijLCO
+ (1− h)MijLLZO

for i, j = 0 . . .m− 1 (5.8)

The coefficients of LCO’s and LLZO’s mobility matrices are defined
according to the assumptions exposed in the model introduction. Their
derivation is somewhat long and complex, and we prefer to report it separately
in appendix A for the interested reader. The final expression for the evaluation
of the mobility coefficients is:

Mij = diδkr −
(

dicizizj∑m
i=0 diciz

2
i

)
(dj − dm) for i, j = 0 . . .m− 1 (5.9)

In equation 5.9 di are the diffusion coefficients evaluated in pure LCO and
LLZO, zi the valence of the considered species, and δkr the Kronecker delta
which assumes value one over the diagonal of Mij and zero elsewhere.
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5.2 Implementation
For the implementation of the APL104 model several languages have been
considered among which MATLAB/Octave [30][31], COMSOL [32], Python
[33], Theano [34] or Julia [35]. Eventually, the choice fell on a three-stage
approach which envisioned a first implementation in COMSOL, a second one
in Python through the Scipy stack [36], and finally a port of the latter to the
Tensorflow library [37]. The idea behind this strategy was to initially validate
the model through COMSOL, a software which allows to focus entirely on
the mathematical aspects while neglecting the underlying algorithms, to then
proceed on a more flexible and fine-tuned implementation in Python through
the Scipy stack, which would have eventually been ported to Tensorflow to
maximize performances.

Unfortunately, the first COMSOL implementation attempt soon proved
to be unsuccessful. Despite lots of efforts spent it never worked, and the
diagnostic messages received were unhelpful to troubleshoot the problem. This
could possibly be due to intrinsic limitations of COMSOL, which works well
with established models but is not very suitable for experimental approaches,
requiring lots of cross-scripting and workarounds for them to work.

For these reasons, efforts soon moved to the Python-Scipy implementation.
This new attempt soon proved successful and passed the validation tests against
the YSZ-LSM interface results presented in the paper of J. M. Hu et alii [1]. It
has been implemented as a pluggable library, able to model multidimensional
structures with comprehensive plotting capabilities. Given the necessity of a
dedicated solver, a simple finite-difference explicit Euler-forward algorithm was
first developed but soon left space to a more sophisticated semi-implicit spectral
algorithm inspired by the approaches exposed in the book of S. B. Biner et
alii [38]. Such choice has been taken under the belief that spectral solvers
can provide smoother results at lower spatial resolutions compared to finite-
difference methods.

Given the limited time available and the already remarkable performance
of the Python-Scipy implementation, the final Tensorflow port has eventually
been discarded. After a preliminary investigation indeed, it was found that while
Tensorflow would have provided consistent performance improvements thanks
to its GPU computing capabilities, it would have also required an extensive
rewrite of the Python code. Given the purely academic usage of the algorithm,
the effort was not considered worth the gains. A Tensorflow port however could
be advantageous afront the availability of extensive databases of experimental
data thanks to its superior machine-learning algorithms which would be useful
in the calibration process. This is something which could have applications in
large-scale industrial processes, and a comparison between the existing Python
implementation and a Tensorflow port could be an interesting topic for future
developments.

5.3 Spectral solver
Traditionally, finite element algorithms are the preferred solvers for phase field
models due to their simplicity and this has also been the case for J. M. Hu et
alii [1] in his original work. However, they’re known to generate irregular and
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“rough” results, especially when the initial condition is a sharp interface. A
spectral solver can provide smoother results, at the expense of a less intuitive
implementation. Recently it had gained popularity in phase field modeling,
especially thanks to its intrinsic ability of reducing second order gradients
to linear terms, making possible ease the computational requirements. The
APL104 model can indeed take advantage of such characteristic, particularly in
the solution of the Allen-Cahn equation. Let’s first represent such equation in a
discretized form, treating the gradient term implicitly and the free energy term
explicitly:

(pt − pt−1)

∆t
= l

(
w0∇pt − fc

(
∂f

∂p

)
t−1

)
(5.10)

It is possible to perform a Fourier transformation on the spatial terms and
obtain a linear representation of the gradient term. Hat notation is used to
highlight transformed variables now expressed in Fourier space.

(p̂t − p̂t−1)

∆t
= l

(
−w0k

2p̂t − fc
̂(∂f

∂p

)
t−1

)
(5.11)

After some manipulation, it is possible to evaluate the phase at instant t as
follows:

p̂t =
p̂t−1 −∆tlfc

(̂
∂f
∂p

)
t−1

1 + ∆tlw0k2
(5.12)

Finally, by performing an inverse transformation on p̂t we obtain the real
value in space domain of the phase variable.

Unfortunately, it is not possible to apply the same approach on the Cahn-
Hilliard equation. In this particular model the mobility matrix depends non-
linearly on the phase variable, which makes the formulation of a semi-implicit
algorithm unreasonably complex. For this reason, we need to treat the whole
equation explicitly with the unfortunate requirement of multiple forward and
backward transformations, which add up to the computational requirements:

cit − cit−1

∆t
= ∇

m−1∑
j=0

Mij∇cjt−1 for i = 0 . . .m− 1 (5.13)

In Fourier space the equation can be expressed as follows. F is the fast
Fourier transform function and F -1 its inverse.

ĉit − ĉit−1

∆t
= ıkF

m−1∑
j=0

Mij F -1 (ıkĉjt−1

) for i = 0 . . .m− 1 (5.14)

After a simple manipulation the solving equation becomes:

ĉit = ĉit−1
+∆tıkF

m−1∑
j=0

Mij F -1 (ıkĉjt−1

) for i = 0 . . .m− 1 (5.15)
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Similarly to what done with the Allen-Cahn equation, we can obtain the
real concentrations by performing an inverse transformation on the ĉit terms.
The mth concentration needs to be evaluated explicitly through the consistency
constraint 5.2 stated in the mathematical description.

An additional drawback of the Fourier solver is that it is not possible to
obtain a reasonable transformation in Fourier space of the free energy function
and the mobility matrix. Their evaluation thus requires the phase variable and
the concentrations to be inversely transformed back into real space at every
iteration, adding up on the computational requirements. This is immediately
evident by observing the implemented resolution algorithm 1:

p̂0 ← F (p0)
for i = 0 . . .m− 1 do

ĉi0 ← F (ci0)
end
for t = 1 . . . tmax do

p̂t ←
p̂t−1 −∆tlfc F

(
∂f
∂p

)
t−1

1 + ∆tlw0k2

pt ← F -1 (p̂t)
for i = 0 . . .m− 1 do

ĉit ← ĉit−1
+∆tıkF

(∑m−1
j=0 Mij F -1 (ıkĉjt−1

))
cit ← F -1 (ĉit)

end
end
cmtmax

← 1−
∑m−1

i=0 citmax

Algorithm 1: Semi-implicit Fourier spectral solver algorithm

An important performance gain can be obtained by observing that we’re
working exclusively with real numbers. In such scenario the discrete array
resulting from the F operation will be symmetric, thus it is possible to perform
a partial transformation while still obtaining a complete spatial representation
of the variable. This considerably reduces the computational requirements and
fortunately the Scipy stack provides optimized routines for this scenario.

5.4 Initial condition
As stated in the introduction, the model has been set up to account for 5
species (La, Zr, Co, O, Li) and two phases (LCO and LLZO). For spectral
solvers, it is common practice to manipulate the initial condition in such a way
that it can be easily represented as a sum of harmonic functions. To do so
we create a symmetric LCO/LLZO/LCO landscape in 1

4 : 1
2 : 1

4 proportions,
where the interface is effectively appearing twice. Another common practice is
to perform a “softening” of the interface, so that it can be more easily converted
in Fourier space by the FFT algorithm: the theoretically sharp transition
between LCO and LLZO is represented with a quick progression of a few
points where concentrations and phase values are interpolated sinusoidally. This
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alteration has been implemented, but eventually didn’t seem necessary as the
FFT algorithm included in the Scipy stack properly handled sharp transitions
without any visible artifact.

5.5 Calibration
Calibration of the APL104 model has been done on the phenomenological report
of K. H. Kim et alii [27] which, unfortunately, is the only sufficiently detailed
documentation we could find on the phenomenon. Performing such process
on a single dataset is very likely to lead to parameter overfitting, with little
guarantee on the capability of the calibrated model to correctly match other
reports. Should more documentation emerge, a recalibration of the parameters
is highly suggested.

Nonetheless, calibration has been performed with the aid of two Python-
Scipy scripts: one responsible for the calibration of the diffusion coefficients
dij , and the other for the phase parameters such as fc, w0, and l. This
choice has been determined by early findings in the calibration process, which
have shown how the lengths of the concentrations and phase profiles evolve
quite independently despite being linked via the free energy equation. Thus
it has been deemed reasonable to split the calibration process in two smaller
problems of respectably m and 3 parameters, each to be run consecutively and
independently. This also allowed to better study the influence of each parameter
in its respective evolution equation.

5.5.1 Script 1: Diffusion coefficients
The first calibration script works by repeatedly varying the diffusion coefficients
dij , in the attempt to match the resulting diffusion profile with an experimental
one built on the data provided by the report of K. H. Kim et alii [27]. It does
so by minimizing the pointwise root mean square difference (RMSD) between
the two profiles through an L-BFGS-B algorithm implemented within the Scipy
stack [39].

The experimental diffusion profiles have been extracted from the EDS plot
reported in the reference paper with the aid of WebPlotDigitizer [40]. It is
unclear however how the species counts on the Y-axis had been reported, as their
proportions relative to each other do not match the theoretical bulk LCO and
LLZO proportions. Nonetheless, the profiles have been assumed to be reliable
and the proportionality between the elements has been re-established after an
accurate work of data filtering. After several calibration runs, it also emerged
that a debiasing of the extracted data was necessary as the calibration process
couldn’t find diffusion coefficients of reasonable scale able to avoid a visible
“panning” effect in the resulting comparison graphs. After some adjustments in
the experimental data such effect disappeared.

5.5.2 Script 2: Phase parameters
The calibration of the phase parameters followed a radically different approach.
From the first observations on the mathematical model it was already known
that the w0 and fc parameters would balance the two counteracting energies
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Figure 5.3: Experimental data as reported in the EDS scan of K. H. Kim et alii
[27] (a) and after importing and processing (b)

responsible of the phase evolution. However, from the first calibration rounds
it soon emerged how for any value of w0 and fc the two energies would reach a
state of perfect balance at a set phase diffusion length, after which the profile
wouldn’t evolve anymore. This effect, if not properly addressed, easily causes a
discordance between the interface length evaluated through the concentrations
and phase profiles, which is of course not realistic. To address this behavior,
first a correlation plot between the steady-state phase length for different w0

and fc values has been prepared as reference, from which set values of the
parameters were chosen in order to obtain a steady-state phase length just
slightly superior to the experimentally observed diffusion length. Once chosen,
the two parameters were fixed in the calibration script, which would then have
the only duty of calibrating the kinetic evolution coefficient l to synchronize the
progression of the phase and the concentrations profiles. To do so, the script
would record the progression curves of the diffusion lengths estimated through
the phase and the concentrations profiles and attempt to minimize their RMSD
using a bounded Brent algorithm implementation provided in the Scipy stack
[41].
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5.5.3 Calibration results
In table 5.1 we report the model parameters calibrated according to the
procedure described so far.

dLa dZr dCo dO dLi

LCO 3.10× 10−2 3.71× 10−2 2.02× 10−2 5.94× 10−2 3.72× 10−3

LLZO 9.99× 10−1 1.16× 10−1 4.71× 10−2 1.00× 10−6 4.05× 10−3

Table 5.1: Calibrated diffusion coefficients in nm s−2

l (nm3 J−1 s−1) w0 (J nm−1) fc (J nm−3)
1.47× 10−5 50 0.1

Table 5.2: Calibrated phase parameters

5.6 Results and observations
After calibrating the model, a high-resolution simulation has been performed.
In figures 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 is provided an overview of the results for the upcoming
discussion.

It can be quickly observed how according to the APL104 model most of
the diffusion length is reached within the first 30 minutes of sintering at about
35 nm, to then keep growing at an increasingly lower rate for the remaining time
until reaching an almost proportional width/time ratio. This is expected, as the
force due to the concentration gradient is strongest during the first instants of
the simulation when the interface is still sharp, yet unfortunate as it shows how
simply reducing the sintering time might not be enough to reach a sufficiently
thin interface. The farthest atomic migrations are observed to involve La in
the LCO lattice, with Zr lagging slightly behind, and Co in the LLZO lattice.
Actually, the Li diffusion length seems to be even greater than Co, however
there’s no experimental data to confirm this claim. As a matter of fact, the
results of the simulation are consistent with the observations of K. H. Kim et alii
[27], which unfortunately doesn’t report Li concentrations. An interesting effect
noticeable in the results provided by the APL104 model are the counter-intuitive
oscillations observable in the O and Li concentration profiles. Intuitively, the
profiles should gradually transition from higher concentration zones to lower
concentration ones, yet we can observe unexpected variations from this behavior
in the remote regions of the interface. For O, diffusion shouldn’t intuitively even
happen as there is no difference between its molar concentrations in LCO and
LLZO, and in fact it hasn’t been observed in a significant way in the work of
K. H. Kim et alii either [27]. What happens is that the APL104 model simply
keeps faithful to its constraints of electroneutrality and zero net flux, allowing
O and Li to diffuse counter-intuitively for the sake of keeping the electrostatic
balance. For what concerns Li, it also needs to be remarked that it is accounted
as the mth specie in the model, and as such it is computed explicitly through
the continuity constraint after the other species concentrations are known. For
this reason it mirrors the oscillations observed in the O profile. A possible
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way to enforce a null O diffusion would be to set its diffusion coefficients to
zero, recalibrate the model and perform new simulations. Even though such
simulation has been performed, we believe this method to be an improper fix
to an intrinsic behavior of the model, which needs to be addressed with more
precise data on the species distribution in the interface rather than arbitrary
settings.

5.7 Considerations on performance and stability
To determine the best settings for the simulation, different resolutions and time
steps have been compared. In table 5.3 it is possible to observe the pointwise
RMSD between the curves obtained at different settings and the reference ones.
Reducing the time steps didn’t lead to any appreciable improvement, but only
to increased computational time, probably because the time steps themselves
are very small compared to the temporal scale of the phenomena. Increasing
the resolution instead brought to some small quality gains. We believe that
the combination of 256 harmonics at 0.1 seconds is a good compromise between
diffusion profiles quality and computational time, unless a detailed evaluation
of the interface width is essential: in such case we recommend resolutions as
high as 1024 harmonics.

0.001 s 0.01 s 0.1 s
64 harmonics 1.59× 10−3 1.59× 10−3 1.59× 10−3

128 harmonics 5.30× 10−4 5.30× 10−4 5.30× 10−4

256 harmonics 1.04× 10−7 9.46× 10−8 Baseline

Table 5.3: RMSDs between diffusion profiles computed at different time steps
and harmonic resolutions

Time steps no bigger than 0.1 seconds are necessary to obtain stable
computations, and the fc parameter also needs to be carefully chosen to ensure
stability. If too large it can excessively enlarge the intrinsic perturbations
introduced by the F operation on ∂f

∂t , bringing the solver out of control.
According to our tests, fc should preferably be one order of magnitude lower
than 1

l∆t .
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(b) 30 minutes.

Figure 5.5: Summary plots taken at 0 (a) and 30 minutes (b) of simulated time
at calibrated settings. Concentrations, phase, and interface widths are marked
respectively by continuous, dashed and dotted lines.
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(a) 60 minutes.
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Figure 5.6: Summary plots taken at 60 (a) and 90 minutes (b) of simulated time
at calibrated settings. Concentrations, phase, and interface widths are marked
respectively by continuous, dashed and dotted lines.
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(b) Simulated concentration profiles (continuous lines) versus experimental data
(dashed lines).

Figure 5.7: Progression of diffusion length according to concentrations and phase
variables at calibrated settings (a) and detail of the simulated concentration
profiles versus experimental data from K. H. Kim et alii [27] (b).
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Chapter 6

Cogswell extended

The APL104 model has some limitations which are difficult to overcome. For
example, it cannot model more than two phases, making it difficult to evaluate
the formation of new lattices such as La2CoO4 or mark a distinction between the
tetragonal and cubic phases of LLZO. Furthermore, it assumes a generic double-
well function to model the internal free energy state of the system, a simple
empirical approach which however lacks of any thermodynamic foundation.
The APL104 model is also unable by design to take into account internal
electrostatic unbalances due to its assumptions on local electroneutrality and
null net ionic flux. Such unbalances could be relevant in high-temperature
sintering conditions, yet the inclusion of those constraints makes impossible to
infer on such effects. These limitations have been the main motivation behind
the search of a second model able to deliver more credible and accurate results,
which concluded with the identification of the work of D. A. Cogswell [3][2].
D. A. Cogswell defined a multicomponent and multiphase field model building
up on solid thermodynamic assumptions, initially targeted at simulating triple
junctions in metallurgic solidifications, but which is flexible enough to be ported
to other kinds of phenomena including the LLZO/LCO interface evolution.
The Cogswell model has the potential to overcome the limitations intrinsic
of the APL104 model. Its multiphase capabilities allow to account for the
creation of a La2CoO4 phase, as well as mark a distinction between tetragonal
and cubic LLZO. It doesn’t make any a-priori assumption on electroneutrality,
which makes possible to evaluate the effects of internal electrostatic unbalances
and, if desired, externally applied fields. It features a much more flexible and
thermodynamically valid free energy description, providing a higher level of
control and a consistent link between theory and results. Its drawback is a
considerably higher complexity compared to the APL104 model, which also
requires particular care in the definition of the free energy functions. What
follows is a description of the model and the modifications introduced to adapt
it to the LLZO/LCO interface scenario.

6.1 Mathematical description
Let’s assume we are dealing with m concentrations (La, Zr, Co, O, Li and
Al in our specific case) and n phases (LCO, cubic LLZO, tetragonal LLZO,
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La2CoO4). Similarly to APL104, the Cogswell model also builds up on the
well-known Cahn-Hilliard and Allen-Cahn equations, with the key difference
however that both are driven by a global free energy functional in this case:

∂ci
∂t

= ∇ ·Mi∇
∂f

∂ci
(6.1)

∂pk
∂t

= −Ek
∂f

∂pk
(6.2)

The definition of the free energy functional is as such fundamental for the
accuracy of the results. Cogswell observes that any functional of such kind
can be locally approximated through a Taylor expansion, and that several
terms can be safely discarded or truncated under the assumption of quasi-static
temperatures, leading to the general formulation 6.3:

f =

n∑
k=0

pkfk +

m∑
i,j=0

1

2
Kij∇ci · ∇cj +

n∑
k,l=0

1

2
Lkl∇pk · ∇pl (6.3)

It can be observed that such formulation essentially consists of three terms.
From left to right, the first one accounts for the chemical free energy of the
considered volume, which is a phase-average of the chemical free energies
fk proper of each phase. The second and the third terms instead account
for energies due to interactions between concentrations and phase gradients
respectively, which promote the formation of a smoother interface by introducing
energy penalties when the separation between the bulk materials is too sharp.
These penalties can be precisely controlled and calibrated via the coefficients
within the symmetric matrices K and L. Looking again at the first term, we just
observed how each phase has its own independent chemical free energy function.
For convenience, such functions can all be based off a generic function, which
assumes the shape of the chemical free energy curve proper of each phase through
accurate parameters calibration and a process of input translation which we’ll
describe soon below. The generic chemical free energy density function appears
as follows, and it can be observed to consist mainly of three terms:

fk =

m∑
i,j=0

Ωijcicj +RT

m∑
i=0

ci ln (ci) + ϕFc

m∑
i=0

cizi (6.4)

Its derivative with respect to the concentrations is:

∂fk
∂ci

=

m∑
j=0

Ωijcj +RT (ln (ci) + 1) + ϕFczi (6.5)

The first one accounts for molar enthalpy, which is modeled as interactions
between the concentrations accurately calibrated via the coefficients of an upper-
triangular Ω matrix. The second one accounts for molar entropy, whose energetic
contribution is directly proportional to the temperature. The third one accounts
for electrostatic energy which may be either due to ionic unbalances within the
lattices or, if desired, to externally applied fields. This last term was not present
in the original work of D. A. Cogswell and has been introduced to take into
account electrostatic effects. This generic chemical free energy density function
can effectively be used to describe the internal energy of each phase. Still it
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requires a process of input translation to do so, which consist into evaluating
the function at concentrations which are the result of equation 6.6 rather than
the real ones:

ciinput
= cireal

− cibulkk
+

1

m
(6.6)

The intuition behind this strategy comes from the observation that the
generic free energy density function assumes a minimum at ci = 1

m for each
i = 0 . . .m (for an upper triangular Ω matrix of ones and zero electric
potentialϕ). Thus, by translating the input concentrations we can shift such
minimum to the phase’s bulk concentration values. A further adjustment of
the Ω matrix coefficients makes possible to obtain a complete and accurate
representation of each phase’s chemical free energy density. It is important to
remark however that such translation is not necessary on the concentrations
within the electrostatic term and performing it would deliver an incorrect
evaluation of the electrostatic energy. The evaluation of the electrostatic
potential is done via equation 6.7 which consists of two terms. The first
term accounts for the contributions of each discretized volume and their own
electrostatic potentials due to internal charge unbalances. The second term
instead accounts for external electrostatic fields contributions if desired.

ϕ~x =
Fc

4πε0εr

∑
~y 6=~x

(
∑m

i=0 cizi)~y
‖~y − ~x‖

− ~E · ~x with ~x, ~y ∈ V (6.7)

The main underlying layout of the Cogswell model has been laid down, and
it is now necessary to apply several key constraints. A first one, similarly to
what done with the APL104 model, involves concentrations continuity while
a second one, necessary for this model, involves phase continuity. These two
constraints can be expressed as follows:

m∑
i=0

ci = 1 (6.8)

n∑
k=0

pk = 1 (6.9)

The application of these constraints removes two degrees of freedom from
the model, and allows to reformulate the free energy density function as follows:

f =

n∑
k=0

pkfk +

m−1∑
i,j=0

1

2
Kredij

∇ci · ∇cj +
n−1∑
k,l=0

1

2
Lredkl

∇pk · ∇pl (6.10)

Due to the reduction in degrees of freedom, the K and L matrices need to be
reformulated into Kred and Lred to not lose any information related to the mth

concentration and nth phase, which are now implicitly accounted. A possible
procedure to do so is reported in appendix C. The partial derivatives of the
free energy density function which appear in the Cahn-Hilliard and Allen-Cahn
equation can also be reformulated taking the constraints into account:
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∂f

∂ci
=

n∑
k=0

pk
∂fk
∂ci
−

m−1∑
j=0

Kredij
∇2cj (6.11)

∂f

∂pk
= fk − fn −

n−1∑
l=0

Lredij∇2pl (6.12)

Finally, two further modifications need to be included in the Cahn-Hilliard
equation for the model to be complete. The first one involves the mobility
coefficients, which are assumed to be correlated with the diffusion coefficients
via the Nerst-Einstein relation:

Mi =
dici
RT

(6.13)

The second one involves making several observations on the Gibbs-Duhem
relationship, from which a reciprocal dependency between the chemical free
energy density potentials is introduced. Such observations are not trivial and
quite long, thus we prefer not to cover them in this work but rather encourage
the reader to refer to Cogswell’s original works for additional details. With the
inclusion of these observations the Cahn-Hilliard equation becomes as follows.

∂ci
∂t

= ∇ · dici
RT

∇ ∂f

∂ci
−

m−1∑
j=0

cj∇
∂f

∂cj

 (6.14)

Formally speaking, the model is now inclusive of all the necessary logic
and thermodynamic constraints. However, nothing really prevents the phase
variables in the Allen-Cahn equation 6.2 to become negative. This is not
necessarily a model’s shortcoming, as there are situations in which it makes
sense (for example in financial applications). However, in our specific case it
doesn’t and we need to prevent it.

The way D. A. Cogswell addresses this is by adding a “barrier” function
at the end of the solving cycle, which ensures that no phase variable becomes
negative by redistributing an eventual sub-zero value among the other positive
phase variables.

Such prevention mechanism can be shaped through many different
algorithms and variants. In appendix D we report a possible solution and a
potential implementation in Python-Scipy.

In table 6.1 it is possible to find a summary of the equations fundamental
to the model’s structure.

6.2 Implementation
Development of a Python-Scipy implementation of the Cogswell extended model
began, yet it couldn’t be completed within the time constraints. Particularly
demanding have been the vectorization of the whole algorithm, which is more
complex than APL104’s one, and the shaping of the free energy density functions
which include a higher number of parameters to set. Interested readers are
encourages to build on the theoretical framework laid down in this chapter
and develop their own implementation. Notes on a tentative Python-Scipy
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Cahn-Hilliard ∂ci
∂t ∇ · dici

RT

(
∇ ∂f

∂ci
−
∑m−1

j=0 cj∇ ∂f
∂cj

)
(6.14)

Allen-Cahna ∂pk

∂t −Ek
∂f
∂pk

(6.2)

Free energy

f
∑n

k=0 pkfk +
∑m−1

i,j=0
1
2Kredij∇ci · ∇cj

+
∑n−1

k,l=0
1
2Lredkl

∇pk · ∇pl (6.10)
∂f
∂ci

∑n
k=0 pk

∂fk
∂ci
−
∑m−1

j=0 Kredij
∇2cj (6.11)

∂f
∂pk

fk − fn −
∑n−1

l=0 Lredij
∇2pl (6.12)

Chemical free
energyb

fk
∑m

i,j=0 Ωijcicj +RT
∑m

i=0 ci ln (ci)

+ϕFc

∑m
i=0 cizi (6.4)

∂fk
∂ci

∑m
j=0 Ωijcj +RT (ln (ci) + 1) + ϕFczi (6.5)

Electrostatic
contribution

ϕ~x
Fc

4πε0εr

∑
~y 6=~x

(∑m
i=0 cizi

)
~y

‖~y−~x‖ − ~E · ~x (6.7)

aRequires barrier function. bRequires input translation (except 3rd term).

Table 6.1: Fundamental equations of the Cogswell extended model.

implementation are available on request. It is also important to remark that
D. A. Cogswell developed a powerful semi-implicit spectral solver with adaptive
time steps for his original work, which suits well our use case. Such solver,
which is extensively described in his PhD thesis [2], is likely to bring substantial
performance and accuracy gains over the approaches described by S. Biner [38],
afront of a higher complexity.

6.3 Initial condition setup and calibration
In our specific scenario, the Cogswell model would simulate the diffusive
behavior of 6 species (La, Zr, Co, O, Li, Al) and the evolution of 4 phases (LCO,
tetragonal LLZO, cubic LLZO, La2CoO4). Thus compared to the APL104
model we are now able to track not only the diffusion of the Al dopant,
but also the formation of La2CoO4 as well as the tetragonal to cubic phase
transition of LLZO. Similarly to the APL104 model, we recommend a symmetric
LCO/LLZO/LCO initial condition due to the utilization of a spectral solver.
The real challenge with the Cogswell model however is the setup of each phase’s
chemical free energy function 6.4, which effectively define together a multi-
variable phase diagram.

In each phase’s chemical free energy function the correct location of the
minima at bulk composition is ensured by input translation. However, it is also
necessary to define proper and realistic energy levels. For the considered phases,
data on their entropy curves is available (even for the recently discovered LLZO
[42]) which can be integrated in the first term of the chemical free energy density
formulation through proper calibration of the upper triangular Ω matrix. To
properly perform this calibration process, it can be recalled that the upper
triangular Ω matrix is made of (m×m+m) /2 coefficients, meaning that in
our specific case up to 21 coefficients need to be determined through proper
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application of constraints to obtain the desired enthalpy shape and behavior.
Of course we might not have 21 different constraining conditions, thus it is
possible to set some of the coefficients arbitrarily, wisely chosen and tuned
according to the phase’s characteristics. Insights on the energetic differences
between the tetragonal and cubic LLZO phases can be found in the papers
referenced in its introduction chapter 2.2, which should provide sufficient data
to determine a fairly precise phase diagram. Besides the daunting task of
correctly defining the chemical free energy density curves, the Cogswell model
also requires to define the coefficients of the K and L matrices for the gradient
energies contributions, as well as to identify the correct diffusion coefficients
di and the phase’s kinetic evolution coefficients within the Ek matrix. The
calibration of all these coefficients requires the availability of a comprehensive
amount of experimental data, thus the importance of having multiple datasets
available is even more important in the Cogswell model than it ever was with
APL104.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

This work described two phase field models suitable for the simulation of the
contact interface between an LCO cathode and an LLZO solid-electrolyte. The
modeled process deals with sintering LCO powder onto an LLZO substrate, a
technique which often leads to atomic interdiffusion between the two materials,
and to the creation of an interfacial layer which restrains the passage of Li-ions.
The first model proposed, an adaption of the work of J. M. Hu et alii on the YSZ-
LSM interface in SOFCs [1], has been implemented in Python through the Scipy
framework and has been calibrated on the experimental results reported by K. H.
Kim et alii [27]. Such model, referenced as APL104 in this work, has shown how
the atomic interdiffusion takes lace abruptly in the first minutes of the sintering
process. Simulations has shown how only 30 minutes of sintering are enough to
achieve interface widths of about 50 nm. The growth rate progressively decreases
over time until stabilizing on an almost constant trend as can be seen in figure
5.7a. The most diffusive species were La in LCO and Co in LLZO. A relevant
diffusion of Li has also been simulated, yet there’s no experimental data to
confirm this observation. Experimental data on the diffusion of LLZO dopants
(Al, Nb, Ga) is also missing and thus it hasn’t been possible to infer on its
cubic/tetragonal phase transition.

A second model has been identified in the work of D. A. Cogswell [2][3] to
overcome some intrinsic limitations of the APL104 model. Cogswell’s model
can theoretically simulate cubic/tetragonal LLZO transitions, the appearance
of other phases such as La2CoO4, and account for electrostatic effects through
a set of additions which have been reported in this paper (see section 6.1). An
implementation couldn’t be completed due to time constraints, still the complete
underlying theoretical framework is available for future developments.

7.1 Suggestions for LLZO/LCO interfacial
diffusion prevention

Simulations run through the APL104 model highlighted how reducing the
sintering time is not necessarily going to reduce atomic interdiffusion diffusion
below acceptable thresholds. Furthermore, excessive time reductions could
prevent the materials to thoroughly adhere together. On the other hand,
reducing the sintering temperature could be a viable approach. 700 ◦C is
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commonly considered the minimum temperature to obtain a proper densification
of LCO powders, yet S. Ohta et alii reported an LLZO/LCO interface
obtained through PLD at 600 ◦C which exhibited remarkably good structure and
performances [25]. A lower temperature is indeed likely to drastically reduce
the diffusive behavior at the interface, yet extremely thin LCO powders are
needed to reach densification in such conditions, which in the case of PLD were
extremely small. PLD is however an expensive method for mass-production of
solid-state batteries.

The addition of Li3BO3 (LBO) as a binder in the LCO powders could
provide a cheaper manufacturing alternative. With a Li-ion conductivity of
about 10× 10−6 S cm−1 and a melting temperature of 700 ◦C, LBO melts
before LCO and LLZO start reacting, and ensures a uniform interface while
preventing atomic interdiffusion. S. Ohta et alii manufactured an all-solid-state
Li-metal/LLZO/LCO battery with a screen-printing technique to demonstrate
the feasibility of this method [26], yet the obtained performance was about 35 %
lower than the previously tested PLD approach. From the provided TEM scans
it is evident how LCO powders did not aggregate, but were rather caught into
the liquid LBO matrix before its solidification. This forces Li-ions to travel
through the lower-conducting LBO to reach the cathodic particles, affecting
conductivity.

In conclusion, while a finely controlled PLD process could provide the best
LLZO/LCO interface results, it is an expensive manufacturing method and not
guaranteed to prevent atomic interdiffusion between the two materials. Sintering
at lower temperatures might help, yet the majority of diffusion takes place in the
very first minutes of the process and thus such approach could not be sufficient.
The addition of LBO to LCO powders provides a cheaper way to produce all-
solid-state Li-metal/LLZO/LCO batteries and prevents atomic interdiffusion,
yet it provides lower interfacial performances.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.1: SEM scan (a) and cyclic voltammetry (b) of the interface obtained
by S. Ohta et alii through a screen-printing technique and the use of Li3BO3
(LBO) as a binder [26].
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7.2 Suggestions for future model developments
An obvious direction for future model developments would be to obtain a
working implementation of the Cogswell extended model, building up on the
theoretical framework exposed in this paper. Given the extensibility of such
model it could theoretically be possible to also incorporate grain boundaries
modeling, additional chemical species and phases, as well as account for
stress/strain effects at the interface. A paper by S. Yu et alii [43] describes
well the elastic properties and the associated energy of LLZO, and could be
used as a starting point for these latter effects. Code-wise, the Python-Scipy
implementation of APL104 (and eventually of Cogswell extended) could be sped
up via Cython [44] compiling. Preliminary benchmarks have shown how the
main bottleneck probably resides in the single iterative cycle in the code, a
structure onto which Cython is known to provide substantial performance gains.
As explained earlier in the implementation chapter, a Tensorflow [37] port could
bring substantial speed gains and provide a better platform for parameters
calibration in presence of big experimental datasets. This is not however a
straightforward task as could be the Cython compiling. As an alternative, other
interesting software and frameworks could be experimented for better solving
efficiency. MICRESS [45] for example could be an interesting alternative due
to its built-in multi-phase field support. An important suggestion for future
code developments is the introduction of time nondimensionalization, which
would allow to reformulate the simulation parameters to possibly obtain faster
simulation times (currently only space nondimensionalization is implemented).
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Appendix A

APL104: Formulation of
Mij matrix

The formulation of the mobility matrix Mij of the APL104 model starts from
observations on the species-specific ionic flux between the discretized domains,
which is assumed to obey Fick’s 1st law:

Ji = −Mi∇ci for i = 0 . . .m (A.1)

In our specific case it can be further assumed to be function of two
contributions: one due to the chemical potential gradient, and one due to the
electric potential gradient.

Ji = uici∇µi + uicizie∇ϕ for i = 0 . . .m (A.2)

In equation A.2 ui is the ionic mobility, ci the concentration, µi the chemical
potential, zi the ion valence, e the elementary charge and ϕ the electric potential.
Each variable is obviously relative to the considered specie. To this formulation
we apply four conditions, some of which have already been explicited in the
model introduction:

1. A first one is the assumption of null net charge flow between the discretized
domains:

m∑
i=0

Jizi = 0 (A.3)

Which applied to equation A.2, allows to express the electric potential
gradient as follows:

e∇ϕ =

∑m
i=0 ziuici∇µi∑m

i=0 z
2
i uici

(A.4)

2. A second one is the assumption of local electroneutrality:
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m∑
i=0

zici = 0 (A.5)

Which allows us to express the mth concentration gradient as:

∇cm = −
m−1∑
i=0

zi
zm
∇ci (A.6)

3. The third one is an assumption on the formulation of the electrochemical
potential gradient:

∇µi = RT

(
∇ lnui +

∇ci
ci

)
(A.7)

In which we assume the species’ reactivity γi to be ∼1, so that the 1st
gradient term on the right reduces to zero.

∇µi '
RT∇ci

ci
(A.8)

4. The fourth one, finally, correlates the ion mobility ui to its diffusion
coefficients di via the Nerst-Einstein equation:

ui =
di
RT

(A.9)

Including these conditions into the ionic flux formulation of equation A.2,
after some manipulation we reach result A.10:

Ji = −
m−1∑
j=0

Mij∇cj (A.10)

With the m− 1 mobility coefficients Mij specified as:

Mij = diδkronecker −
dicizizj∑m
i=0 z

2
i cidi

(dj − dm) (A.11)

The Kronecker delta δkr assumes value one on the M matrix diagonal and
zero elsewhere. Such result can be observed as another formulation of Fick’s
1st law, where diffusion coefficients are replaced by a mobility matrix due to
the conditions included into our formulation of the ionic flux. The obtained
mobility matrix Mij will be employed in the simplified Cahn-Hilliard equation
of the APL104 model.
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Appendix B

APL104: Multidimensional
capabilities of the
Python-Scipy
implementation

The APL104 implementation is also capable of multidimensional simulations.
What follows are the results of a 2D simulation performed with the same settings
exposed in section 5.5.3. A resolution of 64 harmonics have been used.
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Figure B.1: APL104’s concentration and phase plots of a 2D 60 min simulation.
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Appendix C

Cogswell extended:
Formulation of Kred and
Lred matrices

The elements of the reduced Kredij and Lredkl
matrices are given by the

following equations:

Kredij = Kij −Kim −Kmj +Kmm (C.1)

Lredkl
= Lkl − Lkn − Lkl + Lnn (C.2)

In the following lines it will be shown how such equations (reference) are
obtained. Since all the arguments from here onwards are equally applicable to
both the Kredij and Lredkl

matrices, they will refer to Kredij only for brevity.
Let’s start from the (gradients correlation term) in the free energy function

(6.3):
m∑

i,j=0

1

2
Kij∇ci · ∇cj (C.3)

The objective is to incorporate the following constrain:
m∑
i=0

ci = 1 (C.4)

And finally reach the following constrained form:

m−1∑
i,j=0

1

2
Kredij

∇ci · ∇cj (C.5)

In order to do so, we can begin with expressing equation C.3 in matrix form:

[
∇c1 ∇c2 ∇c3

] K11 K12 K13

K21 K22 K23

K31 K32 K33

∇c1∇c2
∇c3

 (C.6)
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The inclusion of constraint C.4 leads to the following formulation:

[
∇c1 ∇c2 −∇c1 −∇c2

] K11 K12 K13

K21 K22 K23

K31 K32 K33

 ∇c1
∇c2

−∇c1 −∇c2

 (C.7)

Let’s now perform a multiplication between the last two matrices:

[
∇c1 ∇c2 −∇c1 −∇c2

] ∇c1 (K11 −K13) +∇c2 (K11 −K13)
∇c1 (K21 −K23) +∇c2 (K21 −K23)
∇c1 (K31 −K33) +∇c2 (K31 −K33)

 (C.8)

For simplicity and readability, we can substitute the coefficients between
parenthesis with placeholders:

[
∇c1 ∇c2 −∇c1 −∇c2

] ∇c1a11 +∇c2a12∇c1a21 +∇c2a22
∇c1a31 +∇c2a32

 (C.9)

Performing the remaining matricial multiplication and rearranging the
resulting terms leads to the following equation:

∇c1∇c1 (a11 − a31) +∇c1∇c2 (a12 − a32)+

∇c2∇c1 (a21 − a31) +∇c2∇c2 (a22 − a32) (C.10)

Which rearranged in matrix form is equal to:

[
∇c1 ∇c2

] [a11 − a31 a11 − a32
a21 − a32 a22 − a32

] [
∇c1
∇c2

]
(C.11)

By replacing the placeholders with the original coefficients we get:

[
∇c1 ∇c2

] [K11 −K13 −K31 +K33 K12 −K13 −K32 +K33

K21 −K23 −K31 +K33 K22 −K23 −K32 +K33

] [
∇c1
∇c2

]
(C.12)

And this reveals a key pattern, which can be summarized in expressions C.1
and C.2.
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Appendix D

Cogswell extended: Barrier
function algorithm

The Allen-Cahn equation of the Cogswell model is unable to prevent phase
variables to become negative. While it ensures that their sum is equal to 1
through the inclusion of the consistency constraint (6.9) and that they never
individually overshoot this value, an additional mechanism is necessary to
prevent negative values.

Cogswell addresses this issue by introducing an additional step in the solving
algorithm, which checks whether negative phases appeared at the last solving
cycle. If they did, it zeroes them and increases the last phase’s amount to fill the
gap. If after this operation the last one becomes negative as well, the negative
phase is redistributed among all the other phases and the check is repeated on
the first n− 1 phases recursively.

Such approach is referred by Cogswell as “barrier function”:

Function phasebalancer(p0...n)
for k = 0 . . . n− 1 do

if pk < 0 then
pk ← 0

end
end
pn = 1−

∑n−1
k=0 pk

if pn < 0 then
for pk = 0 . . . n− 1 do

pk ← pk + pn

n−1

end
pn ← 0
phasebalancer(p0...n−1)

end
end

Algorithm 2: Negative phases redistribution algorithm.

A possible Python-Scipy implementation of such function over a phase
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variable p (x, k) (with x space coordinate and k phase number) in a vectorized
fashion follows:

1 def phasebalancer(p):
2 if p.shape[0]>0:
3 p[p<0]=0
4 p[...,-1]=1-np.sum(p[...,0:-1],axis=-1)
5 mask=p[...,-1]<0
6 p[mask ,0:-1]+=(p[mask,-1]/p[mask ,0:-1].shape[-1])[...,

np.newaxis]
7 p[mask,-1]=0
8 p[mask ,0:-1]=phasebalancer(p[mask ,0:-1])
9 return p
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Appendix E

Code

apl104lib.py

1 """
2 apl104lib.py
3
4 Python library implementation of:
5 Interdiffusion across solid electrolyte -electrode interface
6 Applied Physics Letters 104 (2014)
7
8 Tested on:
9 - python 3.6.5

10 - numpy 1.14.2
11 - matplotlib 2.2.2
12 """
13
14 import numpy as np
15 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
16 import time
17
18 """
19 1D model
20 """
21 class Sample1D:
22 def __init__(sample,species=1,dim=200,res=64):
23 sample.species=species # Number of chemical species
24 sample.dim=dim # Sample dimension (nm)
25 sample.res=res # Harmonic resolution of the domain
26 sample.z=np.zeros(species) # Ionic valence vector
27 sample.c1_bulk=np.zeros(species) # Bulk concentrations

vector (material 1)
28 sample.c2_bulk=np.zeros(species) # Bulk concentrations

vector (material 2)
29 sample.D1=np.zeros(species) # Diffusion coefficients

vector (material 1, nm²/s)
30 sample.D2=np.zeros(species) # Diffusion coefficients

vector (material 2, nm²/s)
31 sample.L=0 # Phase evolution coefficient (nm³/(J*s))
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32 sample.W0=0 # Phase gradient coefficient (J/nm)
33 sample.fc=0 # Free energy coefficient (J/(nm^3))
34 sample.c=np.zeros((res,species)) # Concentrations

domain
35 sample.p=np.zeros(res) # Phase domain
36 # Plotting parameters
37 sample.name=' '
38 sample.specienames=[' ' for specie in range(sample.

species)]
39
40 def h(sample):
41 return sample.p**3*(6*sample.p**2-15*sample.p+10)
42
43 def D(sample):
44 return sample.h()[...,np.newaxis,np.newaxis]*sample.

D1mat+(1-sample.h())[...,np.newaxis,np.newaxis]*
sample.D2mat

45
46 def f(sample):
47 return np.sum((sample.c[...,0:-1]-sample.c1_bulk

[0:-1])**2,axis=-1)*sample.h()+\
48 np.sum((sample.c[...,0:-1]-sample.c2_bulk[0:-1])**2,

axis=-1)*(1-sample.h())+\
49 2*(sample.p**4-2*sample.p**3+sample.p**2)
50
51 def dfdp(sample):
52 return (30*sample.p**4-60*sample.p**3+30*sample.p**2)*\
53 (np.sum((sample.c[...,0:-1]-sample.c1_bulk[0:-1])**2,

axis=-1)-\
54 np.sum((sample.c[...,0:-1]-sample.c2_bulk[0:-1])**2,

axis=-1))+\
55 (8*sample.p**3-12*sample.p**2+4*sample.p)
56
57 def update(sample):
58 # Update diffusion matrices. Call after editing the

sample.
59 sample.D1mat=(sample.res/sample.dim)**2*(np.diag(sample

.D1[0:-1])-(sample.z[0:-1]*sample.c1_bulk[0:-1]*
sample.D1[0:-1])[:,np.newaxis]*\

60 (sample.z[0:-1]*(sample.D1[0:-1]-sample.D1[-1]))[np
.newaxis ,:]/np.sum(sample.z**2*sample.c1_bulk*
sample.D1))

61 sample.D2mat=(sample.res/sample.dim)**2*(np.diag(sample
.D2[0:-1])-(sample.z[0:-1]*sample.c2_bulk[0:-1]*
sample.D2[0:-1])[:,np.newaxis]*\

62 (sample.z[0:-1]*(sample.D2[0:-1]-sample.D2[-1]))[np
.newaxis ,:]/np.sum(sample.z**2*sample.c2_bulk*
sample.D2))

63
64 ###
65 # Finite-difference explicit Euler FW solver
66 ###
67 def efwsolve(sample,dt,steps):
68 # Prepare scaled coefficients
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69 sample.L_s=sample.L*(sample.res/sample.dim)**3 # nm³/(J*s)
70 sample.W0_s=sample.W0*(sample.dim/sample.res) # J/(nm)
71 sample.fc_s=sample.fc*(sample.dim/sample.res)**3 # J/(nm³)
72 # Update sample internal data
73 sample.update()
74 # Performance improvement
75 matmuldest=np.ndarray((sample.res,sample.species -1,1))
76 # Euler forward explicit algorithm
77 for step in range(steps):
78 sample.c[...,0:-1]=sample.c[...,0:-1]+dt*np.gradient(np

.matmul(sample.D(),np.gradient(sample.c[...,0:-1],
axis=0)[...,np.newaxis],matmuldest)[...,0],axis=0)

79 sample.p=sample.p+dt*sample.L_s*(sample.W0_s*np.
gradient(np.gradient(sample.p))-sample.fc_s*sample.
dfdp())

80 # Compute last species once cycle has finished
81 sample.c[...,-1]=1-np.sum(sample.c[...,0:-1],axis=-1)
82
83 ###
84 # Spectral semi-implicit Fourier solver with real numbers

optimization
85 ###
86 def rfftsolve(sample,dt,steps,log=False):
87 # Prepare scaled coefficients
88 sample.L_s=sample.L*(sample.res/sample.dim)**3 # nm³/(J*s)
89 sample.W0_s=sample.W0*(sample.dim/sample.res) # J/(nm)
90 sample.fc_s=sample.fc*(sample.dim/sample.res)**3 # J/(nm³)
91 # Update sample internal data
92 sample.update()
93 # Performance improvement
94 matmuldest=np.ndarray((sample.res,sample.species -1,1))
95 # Prepare fourier coefficients for real FFT
96 kx=np.linspace(0,sample.res/2,sample.res/2+1)*2*np.pi/

sample.res
97 k=np.sqrt(kx**2)
98 if log:
99 # Prepare arrays for storage

100 clog=np.zeros((steps,sample.res,sample.species))
101 plog=np.zeros((steps,sample.res))
102 # Prepare first FFT
103 c_fft=np.fft.rfft(sample.c[...,0:-1],axis=0)
104 p_fft=np.fft.rfft(sample.p)
105 # Solving cycle
106 for step in range(steps):
107 # Phase evolution equation in fourier space
108 p_fft=(p_fft-dt*sample.L_s*sample.fc_s*np.fft.rfft(

sample.dfdp()))/(1+dt*sample.L_s*sample.W0_s*k
**2)

109 sample.p=np.fft.irfft(p_fft)
110 # Concentration evolution equation in fourier space
111 c_fft=c_fft+dt*1j*k[...,np.newaxis]*np.fft.rfft(np.

matmul(sample.D(),np.fft.irfft(1j*k[...,np.
newaxis]*c_fft,axis=0)[...,np.newaxis],
matmuldest)[...,0],axis=0)
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112 sample.c[...,0:-1]=np.fft.irfft(c_fft,axis=0)
113 # Compute last specie
114 sample.c[...,-1]=1-np.sum(sample.c[...,0:-1],axis

=-1)
115 # Store logs
116 clog[step]=sample.c
117 plog[step]=sample.p
118 # Return logs
119 return clog,plog
120 else:
121 # Prepare first FFT
122 c_fft=np.fft.rfft(sample.c[...,0:-1],axis=0)
123 p_fft=np.fft.rfft(sample.p)
124 # Solving cycle
125 for step in range(steps):
126 # Phase evolution equation in fourier space
127 p_fft=(p_fft-dt*sample.L_s*sample.fc_s*np.fft.rfft(

sample.dfdp()))/(1+dt*sample.L_s*sample.W0_s*k
**2)

128 sample.p=np.fft.irfft(p_fft)
129 # Concentration evolution equation in fourier space
130 c_fft=c_fft+dt*1j*k[...,np.newaxis]*np.fft.rfft(np.

matmul(sample.D(),np.fft.irfft(1j*k[...,np.
newaxis]*c_fft,axis=0)[...,np.newaxis],
matmuldest)[...,0],axis=0)

131 sample.c[...,0:-1]=np.fft.irfft(c_fft,axis=0)
132 # Compute last species once cycle has finished
133 sample.c[...,-1]=1-np.sum(sample.c[...,0:-1],axis=-1)
134
135 """
136 Interface evaluation
137 """
138 def cifeval(sample,tol=1e-3):
139 ifstart=np.argmin(np.abs(sample.c[0:int(sample.res/2)]-

sample.c1_bulk)<tol,axis=0)*sample.dim/sample.res
140 ifend=(sample.res/2-np.argmin(np.abs(np.flip(sample.c

[0:int(sample.res/2)],axis=0)-sample.c2_bulk)<tol,
axis=0))*sample.dim/sample.res

141 return ifend-ifstart,ifstart,ifend
142
143 def pifeval(sample,tol=1e-3):
144 ifstart=np.argmin(np.abs(sample.p[0:int(sample.res/2)

]-1)<tol,axis=0)*sample.dim/sample.res
145 ifend=(sample.res/2-np.argmin(np.abs(np.flip(sample.p

[0:int(sample.res/2)],axis=0)-0)<tol,axis=0))*sample
.dim/sample.res

146 return ifend-ifstart,ifstart,ifend
147
148 def cifevallog(log,sample,tol=1e-3):
149 ifstart=np.argmin(np.abs(log[:,0:int(sample.res/2),:]-

sample.c1_bulk)<tol,axis=1)*sample.dim/sample.res
150 ifend=(sample.res/2-np.argmin(np.abs(np.flip(log[:,0:

int(sample.res/2),:],axis=1)-sample.c2_bulk)<tol,
axis=1))*sample.dim/sample.res
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151 return ifend-ifstart,ifstart,ifend
152
153 def pifevallog(log,sample,tol=1e-3):
154 ifstart=np.argmin(np.abs(log[:,0:int(sample.res/2)]-1)<

tol,axis=1)*sample.dim/sample.res
155 ifend=(sample.res/2-np.argmin(np.abs(np.flip(log[:,0:

int(sample.res/2)],axis=1)-0)<tol,axis=1))*sample.
dim/sample.res

156 return ifend-ifstart,ifstart,ifend
157
158 ###
159 # Plotting functions
160 ###
161 def summaryplot(sample,interface=True,ifspecie=0,iftol=1e-3,

save=False,filename="summaryplot.pdf"):
162 fig,ax1=plt.subplots()
163 ax1.plot(np.linspace(0,sample.dim,sample.res),sample.p,

linestyle='dashed ')
164 ax1.set_ylim([-0.1,1.1])
165 ax1.set_title("Results overview")
166 ax1.set_xlabel("Coordinate (nm)")
167 ax1.set_ylabel("Phase (dashed line)")
168 ax1.grid()
169 ax2=ax1.twinx()
170 ax2.plot(np.linspace(0,sample.dim,sample.res),sample.c)
171 ax2.set_ylim([-0.1,1.1])
172 ax2.set_ylabel("Molar concentration (solid line)")
173 ax2.legend(sample.specienames)
174 if interface:
175 iflength,ifstart,ifend=cifeval(sample,iftol)
176 ax2.vlines([ifstart[ifspecie],ifend[ifspecie],sample.

dim-ifend[ifspecie],sample.dim-ifstart[ifspecie
]],0,1,linestyle='dotted ')

177 if save:
178 fig.savefig(filename)
179 return fig
180
181 def pplot(sample,interface=True,iftol=1e-3,save=False,filename

="pplot.pdf"):
182 fig=plt.figure()
183 plt.plot(np.linspace(0,sample.dim,sample.res),sample.p)
184 plt.ylim([-0.1,1.1])
185 plt.grid()
186 plt.title("Phase profile")
187 plt.xlabel("Coordinate (nm)")
188 if interface:
189 iflength,ifstart,ifend=pifeval(sample,iftol)
190 plt.vlines([ifstart,ifend,ifstart+sample.dim/2,ifend+

sample.dim/2],0,1,linestyle='dotted ')
191 if save:
192 fig.savefig(filename)
193 return fig
194
195 def cplot(sample,interface=True,ifspecie=0,iftol=1e-3,save=
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False,filename="cplot.pdf"):
196 fig=plt.figure()
197 plt.plot(np.linspace(0,sample.dim,sample.res),sample.c)
198 plt.ylim([-0.1,1.1])
199 plt.grid()
200 plt.title("Concentration profiles")
201 plt.xlabel("Coordinate (nm)")
202 plt.ylabel("Molar concentration")
203 plt.legend(sample.specienames)
204 if interface:
205 iflength,ifstart,ifend=cifeval(sample,ifspecie,iftol)
206 plt.vlines([ifstart[...,ifspecie],ifend[...,ifspecie],

ifstart[...,ifspecie]+sample.dim/2,ifend[...,
ifspecie]+sample.dim/2],0,1,linestyle='dotted ')

207 if save:
208 fig.savefig(filename)
209 return fig
210
211 def fplot(sample,interface=True,ifspecie=0,iftol=1e-3,save=

False,filename="fplot.pdf"):
212 fig=plt.figure()
213 plt.plot(np.linspace(0,sample.dim,sample.res),sample.f())
214 plt.grid()
215 plt.title("f plot")
216 plt.xlabel("Coordinate (nm)")
217 plt.ylabel("Energy (J/nm^3)")
218 if interface:
219 iflength,ifstart,ifend=cifeval(sample,ifspecie,iftol)
220 plt.vlines([ifstart[...,ifspecie],ifend[...,ifspecie],

ifstart[...,ifspecie]+sample.dim/2,ifend[...,
ifspecie]+sample.dim/2],0,1,linestyle='dotted ')

221 if save:
222 fig.savefig(filename)
223 return fig
224
225 def dfdpplot(sample,interface=True,ifspecie=0,iftol=1e-3,save=

False,filename="dfdpplot.pdf"):
226 fig=plt.figure()
227 plt.plot(np.linspace(0,sample.dim,sample.res),sample.dfdp()

)
228 plt.grid()
229 plt.title("dfdp plot")
230 plt.xlabel("Coordinate (nm)")
231 plt.ylabel("Energy variation (J/nm^3)")
232 if interface:
233 iflength,ifstart,ifend=cifeval(sample,ifspecie,iftol)
234 plt.vlines([ifstart[...,ifspecie],ifend[...,ifspecie],

ifstart[...,ifspecie]+sample.dim/2,ifend[...,
ifspecie]+sample.dim/2],0,1,linestyle='dotted ')

235 if save:
236 fig.savefig(filename)
237 return fig
238
239 def showplots():
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240 plt.show()
241
242 """
243 2D model
244 """
245 class Sample2D:
246 def __init__(sample,species=1,dim=200,res=64):
247 sample.species=species
248 sample.dim=dim
249 sample.res=res
250 sample.z=np.zeros(species)
251 sample.c1_bulk=np.zeros(species)
252 sample.c2_bulk=np.zeros(species)
253 sample.D1=np.zeros(species) # nm^2/s
254 sample.D2=np.zeros(species) # nm^2/s
255 sample.L=0 # nm^3/(J*s)
256 sample.W0=0 # J/nm
257 sample.fc=0 # J/(nm^3)
258 sample.c=np.zeros([res,res,species])
259 sample.p=np.zeros([res,res])
260 # Plotting parameters
261 sample.name=' '
262 sample.specienames=[' ' for specie in range(sample.

species)]
263
264 def h(sample):
265 return sample.p**3*(6*sample.p**2-15*sample.p+10)
266
267 def D(sample):
268 return sample.h()[...,np.newaxis,np.newaxis]*sample.

D1mat+(1-sample.h())[...,np.newaxis,np.newaxis]*
sample.D2mat

269
270 def f(sample):
271 return np.sum((sample.c[...,0:-1]-sample.c1_bulk

[0:-1])**2,axis=-1)*sample.h()+\
272 np.sum((sample.c[...,0:-1]-sample.c2_bulk[0:-1])**2,

axis=-1)*(1-sample.h())+\
273 2*(sample.p**4-2*sample.p**3+sample.p**2)
274
275 def dfdp(sample):
276 return (30*sample.p**4-60*sample.p**3+30*sample.p**2)*\
277 (np.sum((sample.c[...,0:-1]-sample.c1_bulk[0:-1])**2,

axis=-1)-\
278 np.sum((sample.c[...,0:-1]-sample.c2_bulk[0:-1])**2,

axis=-1))+\
279 (8*sample.p**3-12*sample.p**2+4*sample.p)
280
281 def update(sample):
282 sample.D1mat=(sample.res/sample.dim)**2*(np.diag(sample

.D1[0:-1])-(sample.z[0:-1]*sample.c1_bulk[0:-1]*
sample.D1[0:-1])[:,np.newaxis]*\

283 (sample.z[0:-1]*(sample.D1[0:-1]-sample.D1[-1]))[np
.newaxis ,:]/np.sum(sample.z**2*sample.c1_bulk*
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sample.D1))
284 sample.D2mat=(sample.res/sample.dim)**2*(np.diag(sample

.D2[0:-1])-(sample.z[0:-1]*sample.c2_bulk[0:-1]*
sample.D2[0:-1])[:,np.newaxis]*\

285 (sample.z[0:-1]*(sample.D2[0:-1]-sample.D2[-1]))[np
.newaxis ,:]/np.sum(sample.z**2*sample.c2_bulk*
sample.D2))

286
287 ###
288 # Spectral semi-implicit Fourier solver without real numbers

optimization
289 ###
290 def fftsolve2D(sample,dt,steps,log=False):
291 # Prepare scaled coefficients
292 sample.L_s=sample.L*(sample.res/sample.dim)**3 # nm³/(J*s)
293 sample.W0_s=sample.W0*(sample.dim/sample.res) # J/(nm)
294 sample.fc_s=sample.fc*(sample.dim/sample.res)**3 # J/(nm³)
295 # Update sample internal data
296 sample.update()
297 # Performance improvement
298 matmuldest=np.ndarray((sample.res,sample.res,sample.species

-1,1),dtype=complex)
299 # Prepare fourier coefficients for real FFT
300 kx=np.concatenate([np.linspace(0,sample.res/2,sample.res/2,

False),np.linspace(-sample.res/2,0,sample.res/2,False)])
*2*np.pi/sample.res

301 ky=np.concatenate([np.linspace(0,sample.res/2,sample.res/2,
False),np.linspace(-sample.res/2,0,sample.res/2,False)])
*2*np.pi/sample.res

302 k=np.sqrt(kx[np.newaxis ,:]**2+ky[:,np.newaxis]**2)
303 if log:
304 # Prepare arrays for storage
305 clog=np.zeros((steps,sample.res,sample.res,sample.

species))
306 plog=np.zeros((steps,sample.res,sample.res))
307 # Prepare first FFT
308 c_fft=np.fft.fftn(sample.c[...,0:-1],axes=(0,1))
309 p_fft=np.fft.fftn(sample.p)
310 # Solving cycle
311 for step in range(steps):
312 # Phase evolution equation in fourier space
313 p_fft=(p_fft-dt*sample.L_s*sample.fc_s*np.fft.fftn(

sample.dfdp()))/(1+dt*sample.L_s*sample.W0_s*k
**2)

314 sample.p=np.real(np.fft.ifftn(p_fft))
315 # Concentration evolution equation in fourier space
316 c_fft=c_fft+dt*1j*k[...,np.newaxis]*np.fft.fftn(np.

matmul(sample.D(),np.fft.ifftn(1j*k[...,np.
newaxis]*c_fft,axes=(0,1))[...,np.newaxis],
matmuldest)[...,0],axes=(0,1))

317 sample.c[...,0:-1]=np.real(np.fft.ifftn(c_fft,axes
=(0,-1)))

318 # Compute last specie
319 sample.c[...,-1]=1-np.sum(sample.c[...,0:-1],axis
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=-1)
320 # Store logs
321 clog[step]=sample.c
322 plog[step]=sample.p
323 # Return logs
324 return clog,plog
325 else:
326 # Prepare first FFT
327 c_fft=np.fft.fftn(sample.c[...,0:-1],axes=(0,1))
328 p_fft=np.fft.fftn(sample.p)
329 # Solving cycle
330 for step in range(steps):
331 # Phase evolution equation in fourier space
332 p_fft=(p_fft-dt*sample.L_s*sample.fc_s*np.fft.fftn(

sample.dfdp()))/(1+dt*sample.L_s*sample.W0_s*k
**2)

333 sample.p=np.real(np.fft.ifftn(p_fft))
334 # Concentration evolution equation in fourier space
335 c_fft=c_fft+dt*1j*k[...,np.newaxis]*np.fft.fftn(np.

matmul(sample.D(),np.fft.ifftn(1j*k[...,np.
newaxis]*c_fft,axes=(0,1))[...,np.newaxis],
matmuldest)[...,0],axes=(0,1))

336 sample.c[...,0:-1]=np.real(np.fft.ifftn(c_fft,axes
=(0,1)))

337 # Compute last species once cycle has finished
338 sample.c[...,-1]=1-np.sum(sample.c[...,0:-1],axis=-1)
339
340 """
341 2D contour plot functions
342 """
343 def contourcplot2d(sample,specie=0,save=False,filename="

contourcplot2d.pdf"):
344 speciename=sample.specienames(specie)
345 plt.figure()
346 plt.contourf(np.linspace(0,sample.dim,sample.res),np.

linspace(0,sample.dim,sample.res),sample.c[...,specie])
347 plt.colorbar()
348 plt.title("Molar concentration of {}".format(speciename))
349 plt.xlabel("Coordinate (nm)")
350 plt.ylabel("Coordinate (nm)")
351 if save:
352 fig.savefig(filename)
353
354 def contourpplot2d(sample,save=False,filename="contourpplot.pdf

"):
355 pfig=plt.figure()
356 pplot=plt.contourf(np.linspace(0,sample.dim,sample.res),np.

linspace(0,sample.dim,sample.res),sample.p)
357 plt.colorbar(pplot)
358 plt.title("Phase")
359 plt.xlabel("Coordinate (nm)")
360 plt.ylabel("Coordinate (nm)")
361 if save:
362 fig.savefig(filename)
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refsample.py

1 """
2 Reference sample calibrated on K. H. Kim et alii report
3 """
4
5 import numpy as np
6 import apl104lib as apl104
7
8 # Prepare reference test sample
9 refsample=apl104.Sample1D(5,400,256)

10 refsample.specienames=['La','Zr','Co','O','Li']
11 # Species order: La,Zr,Co,O,Li
12 refsample.z=np.array([3,2,3,-2,1])
13 # c1 is LCO
14 refsample.c1_bulk=np.array([0,0,1,2,1])/4
15 # c2 is LLZO
16 refsample.c2_bulk=np.array([3,2,0,12,7])/24
17
18 # Set phase coefficients from calibration
19 # ~ refsample.L=1.47e-05
20 refsample.L=0.0006374499539135993
21 refsample.W0=50
22 refsample.fc=0.1
23
24 # Set diffusion coefficients from calibration
25 guess=np.array([3.10695286e-02, 3.71141509e-02, 2.02426242e-02,

5.93923469e-02,
26 3.72455688e-03, 9.99775806e-01, 1.16410815e-01,

4.71333483e-02,
27 1.00000000e-06, 4.04688847e-03])
28 refsample.D1=guess[0:5]
29 refsample.D2=guess[5:10]
30
31 # Set initial condition , symmetric for fourier-friendliness
32 refsample.c[...]=refsample.c1_bulk
33 refsample.c[int(refsample.res*1/4):int(refsample.res*3/4)]=

refsample.c2_bulk
34 refsample.p[...]=1
35 refsample.p[int(refsample.res*1/4):int(refsample.res*3/4)]=0
36
37 # Perform consistency checks and update structure
38 refsample.update()
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expsample.py

1 """
2 Experimental sample made with data from K. H. Kim et alii

report
3 """
4
5 import numpy as np
6 import pandas as pd
7 import apl104lib as apl104
8
9 # Settings

10 expsample=apl104.Sample1D(5,400,256)
11 expsample.specienames=['La','Zr','Co','O','Li']
12 padding=-4
13
14 # La
15 Ladata=pd.read_csv('Datasets/La',header=None)
16 Ladata=Ladata[(Ladata[1]<1020)&(Ladata[0]>0)&(Ladata[1]>0)] #

Filtering
17 Ladata=Ladata.sort_values(0,axis=0) # Sorting
18 Ladata[0]=Ladata[0]+padding # Padding
19 Ladata[2]=Ladata[1]/Ladata[Ladata[0]>150][1].mean()*3/24 #

Normalization
20 Ladata[2]=Ladata[2]-Ladata[2].min() # Flooring
21
22 # Zr
23 Zrdata=pd.read_csv('Datasets/Zr',header=None)
24 Zrdata=Zrdata[(Zrdata[1]<430)&(Zrdata[0]>0)&(Zrdata[1]>0)] #

Filtering
25 Zrdata=Zrdata.sort_values(0,axis=0) # Sorting
26 Zrdata[0]=Zrdata[0]+padding # Padding
27 Zrdata[2]=Zrdata[1]/Zrdata[Zrdata[0]>150][1].mean()*2/24 #

Normalization
28 Zrdata[2]=Zrdata[2]-Zrdata[2].min() # Flooring
29
30 # Co
31 Codata=pd.read_csv('Datasets/Co',header=None)
32 Codata=Codata[(Codata[1]<1100)&(Codata[0]>0)&(Codata[1]>0)] #

Filtering
33 Codata=Codata.sort_values(0,axis=0) # Sorting
34 Codata[0]=Codata[0]+padding # Padding
35 Codata[2]=Codata[1]/Codata[Codata[0]<50][1].mean()*1/4 #

Normalization
36 Codata[2]=Codata[2]-Codata[2].min() # Flooring
37
38 # O
39 Odata=pd.read_csv('Datasets/O',header=None)
40 Odata=Odata[(Odata[1]<390)&(Odata[0]>0)&(Odata[1]>0)] #

Filtering
41 Odata=Odata.sort_values(0,axis=0) # Sorting
42 Odata[0]=Odata[0]+padding # Padding
43 Odata[2]=Odata[1]/Odata[1].mean()*2/4 # Normalization
44 # ~ Odata[2]=Odata[1]-Odata[1].min() # Flooring
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45
46 # Define experimental sample
47 Lapoints=np.interp(np.linspace(0,int(expsample.dim/2),int(

expsample.res/2)),Ladata[0],Ladata[2])
48 Zrpoints=np.interp(np.linspace(0,int(expsample.dim/2),int(

expsample.res/2)),Zrdata[0],Zrdata[2])
49 Copoints=np.interp(np.linspace(0,int(expsample.dim/2),int(

expsample.res/2)),Codata[0],Codata[2])
50 Opoints=np.interp(np.linspace(0,int(expsample.dim/2),int(

expsample.res/2)),Odata[0],Odata[2])
51
52 expsample.c[:,0]=np.concatenate([Lapoints ,np.flip(Lapoints ,axis

=0)]) #La
53 expsample.c[:,1]=np.concatenate([Zrpoints ,np.flip(Zrpoints ,axis

=0)]) #Zr
54 expsample.c[:,2]=np.concatenate([Copoints ,np.flip(Copoints ,axis

=0)]) #Co
55 expsample.c[:,3]=np.concatenate([Opoints,np.flip(Opoints,axis

=0)]) #O
56 expsample.c[:,4]=1-np.sum(expsample.c,axis=-1)

#Li
57 expsample.c[:,4][expsample.c[:,4]<0]=0

#Filter negative
values
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finddiffcoeffs.py

1 """
2 Find diffusion coefficients
3 """
4
5 import numpy as np
6 import apl104lib as apl104
7 from scipy.optimize import minimize
8 import copy
9

10 exec(open('refsample.py').read())
11 exec(open('expsample.py').read())
12
13 # Define problem
14 def problem(guess,expsample):
15 # Prepare test sample
16 sample=copy.deepcopy(refsample)
17 # Set guesses in sample
18 sample.D1=guess[0:5]
19 sample.D2=guess[5:10]
20 # Solve problem
21 apl104.rfftsolve(sample ,0.1,int(3600/0.1))
22 # Evaluate error
23 return np.sqrt(np.sum((sample.c-expsample.c)**2)/sample

.c.size) # RMSE
24 # ~ return np.sum(np.abs(sample.c-expsample.c))/sample.

c.size # MAE
25
26 # Optimization routine
27 guess=np.array([7.04998003e-03, 8.69586536e-03, 4.61830549e-03,

5.64390294e-02,
28 1.29183677e-03, 1.00000009e+00, 3.18173366e-02,

1.30978963e-02,
29 1.00000000e-05, 9.11079843e-04])
30 bounds=np.repeat(np.array([[1e-6,10]]),10,axis=0)
31 result=minimize(problem,guess,expsample ,method='L-BFGS-B',

bounds=bounds,options={'disp':True,'gtol':1e-04})
32 print(result)
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findphasecoeffs.py

1 """
2 Find phase coefficients
3 """
4
5 import copy
6 import numpy as np
7 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
8 import apl104lib as apl104
9 from scipy.optimize import minimize,minimize_scalar

10
11 exec(open('refsample.py').read())
12
13 # Define problem
14 def problem_scalar(guess):
15 sample=copy.deepcopy(refsample)
16 sample.L=guess
17 steps=int(2*3600/0.1)
18 clog,plog=apl104.rfftsolve(sample ,0.1,steps,log=True)
19 ciflength ,cifstart ,cifend=apl104.cifevallog(clog,sample

,tol=1e-3)
20 piflength ,pifstart ,pifend=apl104.pifevallog(plog,sample

,tol=1e-3)
21 print('Iteration complete ')
22 return np.sqrt(np.sum((np.amax(ciflength[600::],axis

=-1)-piflength[600::])**2)/(steps -600))
23
24 # Optimization routine
25 bounds=np.array([1e-05,1e-3])
26 result=minimize_scalar(problem_scalar ,method='bounded',bounds=

bounds)
27 print(result)
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